Zeus
Medical Gas Alarm Panels

Configuration and
expansion

Providing safe and
reliable monitoring
of medical gas
systems
Pneumatech Medical Gas Solutions’ (PMGS) Zeus medical gas
alarms provide safe and reliable monitoring of your medical gas
pipeline systems. Whether you require a Local or Central Alarm

The Zeus alarms are easily configured
and expanded on-site. The alarms are
fully equipped with LEDs and connection
terminals. To activate a gas column simply
select a dip switch or rotary switch on the
power or light board. This eliminates the
need to order an alarm panel with a specific
number of pre-configured gas channels.
The unique on-site configuration feature
allows you to quickly expand the monitoring
capabilities of the Zeus Medical Gas Alarm
system. If you decide to add another gas
service at a later date, simply activate the
additional gas line on the monitoring system
by flipping an on board switch.

System, you can easily accommodate the needs of your facility - now

Zeus 15 Central Medical Gas Alarm Panel

and in the future.

Line continuity

The Zeus 6 Local Alarm System is designed to monitor the high and

To meet HTM02-01 and HTM2022
requirements, our factory preset dual
switches are nearly drift-free and include a
line continuity circuit PCB (Printed Circuit
Board), so even the wiring from the pipeline
is monitored. If your medical gas system
requires specific pipeline pressure settings,
it is easy to adjust these switches on-site.

low pressure downstream of any Area Valve Service within a facility.
The local alarm can monitor up to six medical gas services.
The Zeus 15 Central Alarm Panel is designed to monitor the status
of medical gas source equipment. The central alarm can monitor and
display up to five gas sources.
Both alarm panels can be set as either master or slave for repeating
alarm conditions within the hospital.

Zeus 6 Local Medical Gas Alarm Panel

Safety and security
To ensure the safety and security of your Zeus
medical gas alarm system, access to the device is
restricted by a unique anti-tamper screw. This allows
for authorised maintenance service on-site, while
protecting the system from unauthorised personnel
access.

Biomaster anti-microbial additive

The alarm’s internal mechanism also features
additional safety measures. All tracks, links, fuses
and terminals are either on the rear of the power
board or covered by protective casings, ensuring
the panel is safe to touch. Using surface-mounted
components also greatly reduces heat to extend
component life.

properties last the lifetime of the product.

All medical facilities require ultra clean and
often sterile environments. The Zeus medical
gas alarm fascia label includes Biomaster,
a long-standing and trusted anti-microbial additive
that helps prevent cross contamination.

An anti-microbial additive is incorporated in all user accessible

As with any low voltage electrical device, set-up,
configuration and service should be performed by
an authorised PMGS technician. Alarms are covered
by a comprehensive one-year warranty and ongoing
technical support.

Bacteria lands
on the
Biomaster
surface….

parts to minimise cross infection. Independent testing proves
a reduction against E. coli and MRSA bacteria. Since the
additive is included in the mixture of the plastic, the inherent

the bacteria
can’t survive
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Installation, service and
maintenance
All Zeus medical gas alarms are factory tested and
fully comply with HTM02-01, HTM2022, C11 and all
related BS EN ISO standards. The alarms are easy
to install. Mounting boxes include multiple knockout holes for easy cable entry, and a trimming bezel
allows for flush-mounted installation.

Biomaster
protected
surface

Biomaster binds
to the cell wall
disrupting growth
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The Biomaster ions interfere
with enzyme production stopping
the cell producing energy

Permanent
product
protection

Verimaster safety taggant
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All user accessible parts incorporate a safety taggant which

Biomaster interrupts
the cell’s DNA
preventing replication

is mixed together with the antimicrobial additive during the
masterbatch process. This enables a test device to be used to
check we have truly added the mixture during manufacturing
as part of our quality control procedure.

Key Points

Compliance

Service and maintenance

Factory tested.

HTM02-01, HTM2022, C11 and all related BS
EN ISO standards.

Throughout the UK our network of service
engineers provides full Service and
Maintenance support of the highest quality.

Line continuity monitoring.
All panels can be configured as master or
slaves.
Touch proof boards.
Protected access with anti-tamper screw.

Easy installation
Back boxes with knock out holes for easy
cable entry.
Configuration and set-up can be performed
on-site.

Outside the UK our fully trained distributors
provide a similar local service.
Zeus Medical Gas Alarm Panels are covered
by a comprehensive one-year warranty and
ongoing technical support.

Mounting boxes include multiple knock out
holes.
Trimming bezel for flush mounted installation.
Surface mounted components.
Virtually drift-free pressure switches.
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On-site expandability.

